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TECHNICAL SCHEDULE NO 4/5/8
Pattern:
Submittor:

Autic Liquor Dispenser
R. C. Thomas,
26 Tusmore Avenue,
Leabrook, South Australia, 5068.

Date
--__I of Approval:

26 August 1975

Conditions of Approval:

1.

For a 15-ml measure there is not more than one
measurement of less than 14,4 ml or greater than
15,G ml in a sample of IO measurements taken from a
bottle which is approximately 75% full, and the mean
of such IO measurements is not less than 15 ml.

2.

For a m-ml measure there is not more than one
measurement of less than 29 ml or greater than 31 ml
in a sample of IO measurements t,aken from a bottle
which is approximately 75% full, and the mean of such
10 measurements is not less than 30 ml.

3.

All instruments conforming to this approval shall be
marked "NSC No 4/5/8".

Description:
The pattern (see Figure 1) is a lever-operated push-up
type bottle dispenser for the measurement of 15 ml of brandy,
whisky, vodka, gin or rum. It consists of a measuring
chamber and an internal valving arrangement operated by a
lever and a timing mechanism allowing a measured quantity
of liquid to be dispensed into a container.
Weights and Measures inspectors should note that the
measurement of a full quantity of liquid is independent of
the operator's control and depends on the internal timing
mechanism. A delivery once started cLannotbe stopped by
the operator, and a delivery having been made a further
delivery cannot be started until the measuring chamber
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has had sufficient time to refill.
The timing mechanism, which is actuated by the operator
raising the lever, opens the outlet
valve
for more than
3 seconds and then prevents a second delivery commencing
for at least a further 4 seconds, The measuring chamber
takes less than 2 seconds to empty and less
than 3 seconds
to refill.
A removable slide valve between the measure and the bottle
Callows bottles to be replaced without removing the measure
from its mount, A counter may be fitted.
The instrument measuring chamber is clearly and permanently
marked "15 ml.". The instrument has provision for a Weights
and Measures seal to be affixed.

-

The approval includes the measure being 30 ml (see Figure
in this case the measuring chamber is clearly and
2);
permanently marked 11x ml".
Special

Tests:

The instrument would be adequately tested if 10 deliveries
are made from a bottle not less than $ full at the beginning
of the test and the resultant tot& delivery is not less
than 150 ml in the case of the 15-IKL measure and 300 ml
in the case of the ~--ml measure.
If water is used for testing this measure end the
measuring bowl fails to drain completely, it will be
necessary to add approximately one part alcohol to 3 parts
water to reduce the slurface tension of the test liquid.
Methylated spirits cCanbe used as the source of Lalcohol.
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No 4/S/8

for

the

pattern

of

the

Liquor Dispenser

submitted

by R C Thorns
26 Tusmore

Avenue

Leabrook, South Australia, 5068,
was cancelled in

respect of new instruments on 1 May 1983.

Instruments
which were verified
before
1 May 1983 May, with the concurrence
of
State
or Territorial verifying authorities,
be submitted
for reverification.

the

Instruments conforming to the pattern do not comply with the latest design rules.
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FIGURE 4/5/B - 1

Au-tic 15-d
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Liquor Dispenser

FIGURE 4/5/B - 2

Autic 70-UCLLiquor Dispenser
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